
Personal Statement

The initial interest of mine in business administration dated back to the second half of
my first year when I was introduced to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and Scientific
Management Theories by Frederick Taylor in the management class. Later, I also
resorted to relevant books in my school library to learn more about their theories from
the experiment on the piecework system by Taylor to the peak experience by Maslow,
and gradually figured out how consequentially their theories could transform and
streamline business operations in a company, especially in respect of HR management.

With the depth of my learning, I was all the more drawn to related theories and
concepts and even aspire to become an HRBP manager. To follow the interest and
prepare for the career objective, I consider it necessary to have a comprehensive study
of business with human resource management before entering the workforce. The
MBA programme at your university is among the optimal options so far as I know.

I am confident that my undergraduate academic background has paved the way for the
systematic and focused study of business administration in the postgraduate period
ahead. In retrospect to the systematic study of finance in the past three years, I’ve
accumulated abundant knowledge on management though Finance was undoubtedly
the pivot of my undergraduate curriculum. Management and Accounting were
covered as compulsory modules in my undergraduate curriculum, and I also opted for
several selective business-related modules, such as Financial Corporate Accounting,
Marketing Accounting, International Trading Practice, etc. Management introduced
me to the systematic and rigorous framework of management alongside the
fundamental research approaches. Moreover, the acquisition from the module even
supported me to solve problems in a real-life scenario. Inspired by the Peter Principle,
I came up with several measures to allocate and evaluate personnel of the psychology
society of my school when running the society’s charge. Meanwhile, some topics
mentioned in the management class interested me, which I look forward to studying in
depth in the postgraduate period.

More beneficially, I also accumulated valuable hands-on investment analysis skillsets
thanks to a group research experience. It was the preparation of an investment
analysis report of Qiaqia Food, a renowned snack brand in the Chinese mainland,
employing the two-stage dividend discount model for the absolute valuation and
utilizing the P/B ratio, P/S ratio, and EBITDA for the relative valuation. I was
fortunately selected as the team leader back then. Under my leadership, we
successfully collected basic indices, produced charts, calculated the internal value of
the company using the DuPont analytical calculator in the Choice financial terminal,
and forecasted the company’s potential profitability. Though short, this valuable
project experience not only consolidated my understanding of the application of DDM
two-stage models for companies in a weak cycle sector together with the fundamental
research framework of a corporate research report but also furnished me with
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transferable teamwork and leadership skills.

Aside from the academic acquisitions, various extracurricular activities also benefited
me, through which I improved my interpersonal and learned to lead a team to
accomplish some sophisticated business activities. The most impressive experience is
the organization of the short-form video competition as the deputy chairman of the
organization department of my school for eight months. I was then responsible for the
first review and revision of the competition proposal, host/hostess’s speechcraft,
selection of host/hostess, personnel training, etc. Particularly amid personnel training,
I convinced the trainees of the importance of the activities, familiarized them with
measures to cope with emergencies, and orchestrate them to seamlessly accomplish
their respective roles in a team, which pushed me to tap into the interpersonal,
teamwork, and leadership skills to a great extent like never before. Meanwhile, my
document composition capabilities also saw an improvement due to the necessity to
convey written instructions to participants.

To fulfill the dream of becoming an HRBP manager inside me, I’ve set several small
goals for myself step by step. First and foremost, it is of great necessity to have a
comprehensive study of business management with a focus in human resource
management in the postgraduate period, and I will also seize the golden fleeting time
to acquire the level HR qualification certificate and to bury myself in practical
research projects on HR management and performance management to accumulate
research experience and gain hands-on experience. Shortly afterward, I will consider
landing an HR specialist position preferably at a state-owned company in China’s
Pearl River Delta. With around 10 years’ experience, I will strive for the HRBP
management position, contributing my intelligence, expertise, and experience to the
rounded improvement of talent recruitment and cultivation in the company.

To my knowledge, your university is a leading one in Asia with a well-recognized
reputation in the field of business administration which renders your MBA
programme fairly attractive and competitive. More importantly, the MBA programme
allows students the freedom to select from six streams according to their own interests
or expectation, such as financial management, accounting, human resources, etc.
Therefore, I am convinced that the master’s programme at your university is an
optimal option for me. I strongly hope to be accepted into your top-rated course.

Thanks for your consideration.

Zhou Peng
主席也可以用president, 例如外媒称呼习大大，都是president Xi

冯天悦
我们关注一下两个表达：（1）一个是multinational conglomerate，我在素材收集表里面写的信息当中没有提及外企工作意愿，这里可以修改为国企或央企；（2）还有一处是珠江三角洲的拼写，应修改为China’s Pearl River Delta
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